
Fran�'� Francisc�'� Denoch� Men�
3843 E Pima St, Tucson, AZ 85716, United States

+15208812710 - https://www.franksrestaurant.com

A comprehensive menu of Frank's Francisco's Denoche from Tucson covering all 15 courses and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Frank's Francisco's Denoche:
I've been coming to francs for almost 15 years! Currently it is an almost regular, daily ding to drive with a group of
my friends. love them necessarily eating, service and atmosphere! long live frank’s restaurant! (and frank) read

more. What User doesn't like about Frank's Francisco's Denoche:
when I arrived this morning. I said twice good morning to the young man with light brown/blond hair outside, who
seemed to work there because he was out to rinse the mop. he never answered. I went in and sat there for about

10 minutes and never even heard that we will be with them, so either I lost on a big breakfast or the list on a
returning customer. read more. Anticipate the varied, scrumptious Mexican cuisine, which is usually prepared

with corn, beans and chilies (hot peppers), and you have the opportunity to try fine American meals like Burger
or Barbecue. In this restaurant there is also an comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties not to

forget, The visitors find it very pleasing to have a multitude of drinks available.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Sid� dishe�
HOT SAUCE

Desser�
PANCAKE

Tapa� Caliente� - Warm�
Tapa�
CHORIZO

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Pop Tart�
BLUEBERRY

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Breakfas� Plate�
HUEVOS RANCHEROS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

SPINAT

EGGS
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 07:00-14:00
Wednesday 07:00-14:00
Thursday 07:00-14:00
Friday 07:00-14:00
Saturday 07:00-14:00
Sunday 08:00-14:00
Monday 07:00-14:00
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